INTRODUCTION
Behavioural finance is an emerging science that studies the irrational behaviour of the people. Investment avenues are the investment choice which is available to the investor to invest depending upon their objective. Shares are more risky area but one can earn high return that will push up return of entire portfolio. A mutual fund is also an up-and-coming part for investment provides variety of scheme in market to suit the need of large group of investor in mutual fund like equity oriented finance. Risk is high but probability of high return is also high. Bonds are fixed-income securities because interest payment (coupon rate) & principal repayment for a typical bond are specified at the time the bond is issued & fixed for life of bond. Bond is (safe asset) in investors point of view. Principal & interest is specified. Debenture is a type of debt instrument that is not covered by security of physical asset or collateral. Deposit at banks term as term deposits or fixed deposit. Minimum investment period is 30 days & return rate varies with period of investment &consider most liquidity item. Postal saving schemes low risk saving instrument. Insurance policy also promote saving & additionally provide insurance coverage. Real-estate is investing in property, Agri-land, urban land; resorts etc. gold perform differently than other investment, provide all time return when on many occasion stock market fails R. Kasilingam, Dr. G. Jayabal, uses demographic factors & shows it impact on the portfolio choice under choice criteria, behavioural trait, source of information & awareness level. He found that family size is unimportant but family income is key one, have an influence on the behaviour of investor [7] . N. Geetha, Dr M. Ramesh (2011) fined the relationship of Investment Avenue with gender & age group [8] . Wiley & chow (1992) find out investment decision is affected by income level & return requirements. He found positive relationship between financial risk tolerance & income [9] . Wallach, M.A & Kogen, N (1961) found that risk taking capacity of investor is negatively related to marital status & positively to age & income [10] . Willem E. Frankenhuis, Johan C. Karremans (2012) do two experimental studies to find the risk taking preferences of single & committed men. And found that involved male take less risk in the presence of women to the extent that they are more strongly committed to their current partners [11] .
III. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The purpose of this paper is to predict the factors affecting investment choices of people of the city of D.I.Khan of KPK province of Pakistan. Study is based on primary data, by using questionnaire & secondary data, by collecting data and information from various journals and reference books. First of all, investment choices are classified into 8 categories according to the answers to the question of "Which investment option do you prefer to invest the major part of your savings?" as follows: 
V. Data Analysis
In this analysis, people of D.I.Khan are giving preferences to cash at banks (23.5%), gold & silver (16%), postal savings (16%), insurance (14.8%) & real estate (14.8%) which show their moderately conservative nature, to protect their principal, and achieve some real increase in the price of their investment. Second most preference to shares &mutual funds (9.9%) & bonds & debentures (3.7%).
V-1 Investment Avenue Regarding Gender Of Respondent:
The distribution of respondent according to their gender & is analyzed as presented in TableV The distribution of respondent according to their marital status & is analyzed as presented in Table V-3  Table V Most of the single respondents give preference to shares & mutual funds, cash in bank, insurance policy which shows that they (single) take risk by investing in shares & mutual funds. Where as marries respondents give preference to cash at bank, insurance policy ,gold &silver & real-estate which represents that they(married) try to invest in less risky investment cause of fear of loss. Respondent distribution marital-wise is graphically shown in figureV-3 
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Investment Avenue Regarding Educational Qualification Of Respondent:
The distribution of respondent according to their educational qualification & is analyzed as presented in Table  V-5  Table V Table V-8   Table V The distribution of respondent according to different investment objective & is analyzed as presented in Table V-9   Table V OF RESPONDENT: Most of the respondent investment objective is to safety/capital protection.37% of investor invest to earn high return as shown in figure V-9. 
INVESTMENT AWARNESS OF RESPONDENT:
The distribution of respondent according to their awareness about different investment avenue & is analyzed as presented in Table V-10 37% of respondent get information through newspapers/ads/internet. 26% of investor makes use of friend/relative confer information.
VI. Findings
 Investors prefer where risk of loss is low & have some return over it like by depositing in banks, or investing in real-estate etc, which show their moderately conservative nature, to protect their principal, and achieve some real increase in the price of their asset.  Income of respondent is a key cause affects Investment Avenue & their risk taking capability. Lower income group favour to invest in insurance bank deposit, post office savings rather than in other opportunity.  Most of respondent prefer to invest for short time period (bank deposit).  Sound financial background respondent invest in risky avenue.  Young age respondent plan for wealth maximizations & ready to put in in long term investments such as insurance policy, fixed deposit at bank.  Aged respondent give preference to investment opportunity of regular frequent income.
 Majority of investors have opted for bank deposit followed by insurance for investment purpose, then real estate .very few are interested in shares &mutual funds, bond & debentures.  Respondents have medium knowledge about investment avenues and risk linked with it.
VII. Limitation Of Study
Limited number of sample size & reflect view of these respondents who are residing in D.I.Khan.\
